TRANSLATION OF THE TESTS IN ENGLISH

N.B. :- The tests set in the background of Karnataka and a translation into English can not be expected to bring out the precise flavour of the original text. Hence, in the present an attempt has been made to translate 'meanings' rather than 'words'. This has resulted into the use of phrase, on occasion when the meaning of the Kannada word could not be conveyed through an English equivalent.

In the case of non-verbal tests instructions are translated and the reader is referred to the original Kannada version for the test items. Only the final form of the test as given in appendix is reproduced separately in English.
Final Print of the Tests Mixed Form (Verbal and non-verbal). (Vide Appendix).

**GROUP TESTS OF INTELLIGENCE FOR V, VI & VII STDS.**

Devised by B. M. Veerabhadraiah.

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

(1) There are eight tests to measure your intelligence in this question booklet. You should not write anything on it. A separate answer sheet is given to you to mark the answers.

(2) Don't open the question booklet unless told to do so. Each test is to be taken one by one.

(3) Directions regarding what you have to do in a test are given at the beginning of each test.

(4) Understand instructions thoroughly before the test commences.

(5) When you finish a test, stop and put your pencil down.

(6) If you want to change your answer to an item, in case you find that it is incorrect, cross out the wrong answer rather than waste time in using an eraser.

(7) If you don't know the answer to an item, omit the item and proceed further.

(8) Don't mark two answers to an item.
Work as fast as you can, since each test is expected to be finished in a fixed time. When examination begins, do not ask anything to any body, do not look around you, and do not disturb others by making any kind of noise.

Very interesting questions are given in it. An example and an exercise items are also there in each test. You are required to answer the items of the practice test found in the beginning as per instructions.

THE PRACTICE TEST

DIRECTIONS: Answer the following questions as directed in the separate answer-sheet. Select a suitable word from the four given at the right hand side which should be similar to the three of the left hand side and encircle corresponding number on the answer sheet.

(1) blade, knife, sword,...... (A needle, B hammer C rizer D rifle)

Look at the relation of first two words, select a fourth word from the right side choice words to suit to the third in the same relation and encircle it.

(2) bird : flying - Fish : ? (A walking, B floating, C running, D swimming)

Select a suitable word which completes the sentence and encircle it.

(3) Jackie is known for A faith, /B courage, /C deceive.
Look at the numbers in the series and fill the two gaps with two more numbers which come in the order.

(4) 120 100 80 60 --- ---

(5) Look at the first figure and select the similar one from the remaining five and put a circle on its corresponding number. (Refer Question booklet: Non-verbal form).

(6) Choose a figure which is not identical with the others and put a circle on its number, in the answer sheet.

(7) Observe the variation taking place in the left side figures and select which comes to fit the question box from among right side and put a circle on its corresponding number.

(8) Look at the pair of figures left side and choose a figure which fits to the question space in same relation and put a circle on the answer sheet.

When you finish your work, put your pencil down.
Turn over page only when you are asked to do so.
TEST - I
SIMILARITY
(Verbal)

DIRECTIONS: See relations of the three words left side. Select a word which belongs to this group from the right side bracket. Put a circle on its corresponding number given in the separate answer sheet to you.

Illustration: nose, skin, ear........ (A bone, B flesh, C eye, D blood).

Here left side group of words are external parts of human body. Where as except eye, all the remaining are the internal and so eye belongs to the group and becomes an answer. So it is encircled on its number (C) on answersheet provided to you.

Proceed in this way

exercise: Chair, stool, desk .... (A window, B door, C almirh, D bench)

Time: 6 minutes.

(1) red, yellow, blue .... (A pencil, B green, C paper, D sky).

(2) mango, orange, grapes .... (A apple, B potato, C creeper, D coconut)

(3) deevali, rumjan, christmas....
    (A sunday, B Summer, C holi, D june)

(4) tank, well, pond ....
    (A sea, B river, C rain, D tap)

(5) cow, sheep, bafellow....
    (A fish, B frog, C goat, D kison)
(6) east, south, west.....
(A himalaya, B north, C sunrise D direction)

(7) parrot, cow, dove...
(A rabbit, B fish, C eagle, D snake)

(8) pant, nikkar, dhoti.....
(A pijam, B coat, C cap, D jubba)

(9) bus, torry, van....
(A boat, B cart, C jeep, D aeroplane)

(10) cinema, circus, open play....
(A tour, B sports, C fare, D drama).

(11) iron, silver, gold.....
(A wood, B plastic, C copper, D glass)

(12) Kannada, hindi, english...
(A mathematics, B sanskrit, C Science, D poetry).

(13) foot ball, cricket, throwball..
(A kabaddi, B kho-kho, C ball badminton, D running)

(14) newspaper, television, radio....
(A magnet, B electricity, C sound, D cinema).

(15) Jasmine, rose, hibiscus....
(A lemon, B cashew nuts, C sun flower, D leaf).

(16) Lokavani, Samyakta karnataka, Kannada prabha...
(A prajavani, B sudha, C praja-matha, D kasthuri)
(17) hear, see, taste... (A dark, B flower, C smell, D salt).

(18) cat, dog, fox...... (A deer, B horse, C rabbit, D tiger)

(19) mrudanga, tabula, veena...
     (A radio, B drama, C flute, D music)

(20) pity, devotion, truth... (A honesty, B lie, C deceive, D anger).

(Stop here and wait for further instructions).
TEST - 2

ANALOGY

DIRECTIONS: There is a kind of relation in the pair of words. Choose a word which fits to the third word in the same relation and put a circle on its corresponding number on the answer sheet under test No. 2.

Illustration: uncle : aunt - Grandfather : ? (A mother in-law, B mother, C niece, D grandmother)

Here the relation between the first two words is husband and wife. In the same way grandmother is a fit word for the question to match grandfather. Its number is D. So it encircled on the answer sheet.

Proceed in this way -

Exercise: Cow : grass - tiger : ? (A rice, B grass, C fless, D milk)

Time: 4 minutes.

(1) king : queen - husband ? (A office, B lady, C wife, D children)

(2) coin : metal-chair ? (A leather, B mud, C gold, D wood)

(3) sun : day - moon ? (A eclipse, B sky, C night, D earth)

(4) Man : nose - elephant ? (A tail, B trunk, C head, D ear)

(5) Lemon : sour - sugar ? (A jaggery, B sugarcane, C bitter, D sweet)

(6) fruit : eat - milk ? (A cow, B water, C drink, D white)

(7) blood : red - grass ? (A ground, B cow, C moon, D green)
(8) shoe : leg - cap ? (A white, B gandhiji, C head, D leg)
(9) jagary : solid - coffee ? (A liquid, B gas, C smell, D tumbler)
(10) play : ground - study ? (A land, B market, C library, D tree)
(11) parrot : green - cow ? (A blue, B black, C yellow, D white)
(12) lian : cage - bird ? (A nest, B house, C net, D tree)
(13) kumkum : forehead - bangle ? (A neck, B finger, C head, D ear.)
(14) slate : write - book ? (A sing, B read, C bag, D paper)
(15) bud : driver - boat ? (A captain, B sea, C passenger, D organiser)
(16) aeroplane : sky - fish ? (A shop, B bottle, C river, D milk)
(17) rail : railway - river ? (A bus, B car, C boat, D crocodile)
(18) gold : goldsmith - iron ? (A blacksmith, B agriculturist, C merchant, D carpenter)
(19) radio : sound - light ? (A smoke, B light, C dark, D road)
(20) meter : centimeter - rupee ? (A hundred, B money, C coin, D paise).

(Stop here, wait for instructions)
**TEST-3**

**Story Completion**

**Directions:** In the following story, there are three big words indicating as A, B, C in each of its sentences. Choose a word appropriate to the sentence which completes the story with full meaning. Put a circle on its number in the answer sheet.

**Illustration:**

1. There are FIFTEEN/FOUR/THIRTY weeks in a month.

Here FOUR is an answer suitable to complete.

The sentence amongst the ABC choice words.

So a circle is put on its number (B).

Proceed in this way.

**Ex: Sub sets in EAST/NORTH/WEST at Bangalore.**

1) Gopal was a man who lived in a RIVER/FOREST/VILLAGE.
2) He A AT/B BARKED/C KILLED a small dog with affection.
3) He used to BARK/B SING/C CALL it as Tony.
4) Tony had earned a name for INTELLIGENCE/B DULLNESS/C DULLNESS and faith.
5) It was watching Gopal's A FIELD/B HOUSE/C FOREST that was cut of Village during the whole night with care.
6) One day all the members of Gopal's family went to attend their relatives marriage nearby Village leaving Gopal along to BREAK/B WATCH/C RAT in the house.
7) Five A DAYS/B MEN/C CATTLE have looted the house from backside on the same night.
8) Tony was standing there hideously A YAWING/B WEARING/C SEEING but did not bark.
9) Thieves brought out a boxful of a **GOLD/B CLOTH/C IRON** from the house.

10) It was already a **EARTHCORNING/B NIGHT/C LATE**.

11) So they planned to keep it at distant place on the top of a **TREE/B WALL/C HILL** covered by mud and went away.

12) Tomy followed them and saw the spot where the box was hidden **A VISIBLY/B INVISIBLY/C WITHOUT MOTION**.

13) After the **FAIR/B MARRIAGE/C MARKET**, Gopal and his family members returned the next morning.

14) Gopal was **WORRIED/B ANGER/C HAPPY** to see the pale faced Tomy.

15) When he opened the door and entered the house the **TOP/B FRONT/C BACKSIDE** wall was broken.

16) Box of Gold was **BROKEN/B STOLEN/C DISAPPEARED**.

17) Tomy started **SHUTING/B RUNNING/C CRYING**.

18) As soon as Gopal came out of the house Tomy moved by catching his **HARI/S CLOTH/C EARS** with its mouth.

19) Gopal had **BEATEN/B KISSED/C FOLLOWED** the Tomy.

20) Started scratching by its **LEGS/B TAIL/C NOSE** on the spot where the box was hidden.

21) Gopal employed his servants to **SIT/B SLEEP/C DIG** on the spot.

22) The box was **FOUND/B BROKEN/C DISAPPEARED** there.

23) He ordered them to carry it to **VILLAGE/B POLICE STATION/C HOUSE**.

   Gopal gently touched Tomy's body with great love and affection for its **FOOLISHNESS/B INTELLIGENCE/C DULLNESS**.

24) Tomy then felt very much **SORY/B HAPPY/C AFRAID**.
TEST - IV

NUMBER SERIES

DIRECTIONS: Study the trends of the following number series. Some are in ascending and some are descending order. Find out the difference between number to number and fill up the two gaps with suitable numbers.

Illustration: 13 15 18 22 --- --- here if 2 is added to 13 we get 15 and 2 if 3 is added to 15 we get 18 and if 4 is added to 18 we get the next number. In the same order if 5 is added to 18 22 we get 27 and 6 is added to 27 we get 33 and so two required numbers and are filled in the blanks by 27 and 33.

Proceedings in this way -

Exercise:

1 2 3 --- ---

Time: 8 minutes.

(1 to 20 items are number series as are found in the printed question booklet, and translation is felt not necessary.)

(Stop here wait for further instructions).
TEST - V

SIMILARITY FIGURES

DIRECTIONS: Look at the first figure left side of the vertical line. Choose a similar figure identical in all respects from amongst the remaining five of the right side. Put a circle on the number of the answer sheet provided corresponding to the question number.

Illustration: There are dots in both eyes of the left side first figure. Except C the remaining have dash in either of the eye. So number C is similar to the question figure. Put a circle on it in the answer sheet, under the heading test No.5.

Proceedings in this way -

Exercise:

TIME : 5 minutes.

---

(1 to 30 items of similarity figure (Non-verbal) items are there as in the printed form.)

(Stop here and wait for instructions)
TEST - VI
CLASSIFICATION

DIRECTIONS: There is one figure in these lines which is not comparable to any other. Find out that special figure in each item and put a circle on its corresponding number of the answer sheet.

Illustration: Here figure A is comparable with figure D and B is identified with E whereas C remains a unique figure different from all others. So C is encircled on the answer sheet.

Proceed in this way -

Exercise: Time: 5 minutes.

(1 to 20 items as are there as in printed booklet.)

(Stop here and wait for instructions).